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Dear Reader,

 The year 2020 began on a promising note for all of us, and has rapidly fallen into 
difficult times. Worry not! This term’s edition of the Snippets is filled with articles about our 
short, but busy third term. Along with these articles,  we have a whole lot of fun projects and 
activities you can try out, right from the comfort of your home. Remember, the journey of a 
thousand miles begins with the first step. So, turn off that television, pick up your copy of 
the newsletter, and let your mind be awakened to the endless possibilities you have in front 
of you. These days come just once in a lifetime. Spend time with your family, and be 
creative. Don’t be carried away with fear. Take time to pray, take time to know who God is, 
and know that He is with you always.

Stay safe, 

The Editorial Team
 
 

Inside this Issue

 Another academic year rolled out, or rather came to a grinding halt. The 
pace at which we moved as a school was terrific. In a span of 9 months we had 
about a dozen major events as a school and many more segment wise .It was 
a non-stop, blurry, rewarding ride; making me wonder why we were moving so 
fast. On March 16th 2020, our seniormost fledglings moved up to 9th grade 
and into Highschool-yet another milestone, and I had many reasons to feel 
grateful and blessed. A few more weeks for the final summative, then wrapping 
things up and it was onwards and upwards to a new academic year .Or so we 
thought... Little did we  realise that there  would be  a sudden halt as if 
Someone  who knows it all  better, stopped us in our tracks??! So let’s take this 
time to be grateful, to reflect on how well we did our tasks and be wise to use 
our time carefully. Even as we are planning for some great programmes  for the 
next academic session, make sure that you build on all that you have learnt, 
enjoy the family times and take time to pray for people across  the globe. 
Remember that even when the best laid plans may not always work out the 
way we expect them to, we carry on with Faith and Hope. Love you much and 
waiting to meet you all soon. Always at your service.

Principal Annie Mohan

A Note from our Principal



 On 21st February, 2020, the Christwood family celebrated its 4th School Day with 
enthusiasm and zeal. Shri R. Buhril, I.A.S, Secretary to the Government of India, Ministry of 
Rural Development, was the esteemed guest of honour. Shri Buhril delivered the School 
Day address, emphasizing the importance of training children to be godly, upright members 
of the society who are able to think and make good choices for themselves.

 The Chief Guest’s address was followed by the entertainment programme, which 
began with ‘Global Worship’, a choreo, based on the song, Lord You are Good. Students of 
Grades 3, 4 and 5 carried flags, dressed up as different nationalities and Indian states as 
they formed an amalgamation of nations and people groups. The entire evening was inter-
spersed with captivating dances by the students from all grades, who danced to tunes such 
as Hall of Fame, Best Day of my Life and Lifeline.

 Any school program is incomplete without magical moments, and with little children 
around, a fairy tale is always on the horizon. The Grade 1 students beamed confidently with 
their fantastic performance of Cinderella, complete with Ballroom dances, a fairy godmother 
and of course, a dainty little glass slipper!  It was a play about magical moments, never 
giving up and about believing in your dreams.

 This was followed by the Grade 2 students’ Magical Bus – Lost in Space, which had 
all the elements of an adventurous trip. Their costumes and backdrops were meticulously 
crafted and the journey was nothing short of the ‘edge-of-the-seat’ kind.

 Of course, the highlight of the evening was the mini musicale, Queen Esther: God’s 
Little Heroine performed by students of grades 5-8. The play revolved around the Biblical 
character, Esther, a Jewish slave girl who became a Queen and saved her people. The 
students took the audience on a journey that was filled with heart-touching moments and 
plot twists, interwoven into a dramatical display of splendor and favour. The main theme of 
the play was to ‘look up’, signifying the importance of prayer and trusting God. It was truly a 
grand and fitting finale for the entire programme. 

 The audience was visibly impressed by the impeccable performance showcased by 
the students across different Grades.

Pirimary School Day

KG School Day

 Christwood celebrated its KG School Day on February 20, 2020, with great 
grandeur. The school was decorated and lit up elegantly. The joy and excitement of parents 
and  loved ones filled the air. This spectacular evening was a final product of the process 
every Christwood kindergartener undertook in their holistic development. Our Chief Guest, 
Ms. F. D. Initha, Joint Director General of Foreign Trade, Chennai and the Guests of Honor, 
Mr. Abraham Mani, and Mr. Harris, CEO of TIEKE Pvt. Ltd were welcomed with flowers. After 
Principal, Mrs. Annie Mohan delivered the Annual Report, the Chief Guest addressed the 
gathering, encouraging the parents to raise a community of purpose-driven, patriotic and 
service-minded people, by being efficient guides and empowering supports.

 The entertainment began with the Welcome Dance. The first play of the day was 
Noah’s Ark, the much-loved Bible story. The splendid performances, dazzling dances, 
children marching into the Ark dressed as animals, and the soulful symphony of our budding 
Choir, left the audience in awe. The second play titled Save Trees, a musical journey filled 
with dances, fruits and vegetables ramp-walk ended with a thought-provoking skit that trees 
are our friends. It delivered a powerful message. The splendor of the finale, when the 
audience joined our kindergarteners, heartily and harmoniously, in the “Promise song” to 
save trees, left everyone captivated.

Picturesque, Feb 2020 



Christwood’s Annual Music Concert

Math Fiesta

Republic Day

 The day dawned bright and clear on the day of our Math Fiesta and we marched to 
school eagerly. The inaugural programme kick started with prayer. Then, the guest of the 
day, Dr. Sivaraman, Associate Professor – Department of Mathematics, DG Vaishnav 
College and Founder of Pie Mathematic Association, was introduced. An eminent 
mathematician, Dr. Sivaraman threw light upon few aspects of mathematics. The 
introductory programme also saw few students from Grades 4 and 5 enact a detective story, 
where the detective uses arithmetic operations to crack a murder mystery.
 After the inaugural function, the children dispersed to their allotted classrooms 
where their math projects were displayed, while some of them went on to attend a math quiz 
at various venues. 
 I must say, the entire school was abuzz with mathematical terminologies! 
The guest, escorted by our maths teachers, went around to have a look at every exhibit. He 
shared ideas about our projects and kindled our curiosity in the subject. Each of us eagerly 
awaited our turn to explain our exhibits, which we had been preparing for weeks. 
People say the only way to learn mathematics is to do mathematics, and I’m glad we did just 
that!

MAHASVIN K B
Grade 4B

 Republic Day fell on a Sunday this year and a special worship service was organised 
at the school premises. The day began by the hoisting of the national flag by Pastor Nirmal 
Kumar, head of Highway Tabernacle Ministries, followed by a session of praise and worship. It 
was an endearing experience for the faculty members as they had the opportunity to worship 
for the nation together.
 Following the worship, the pastor delivered a brief yet relevant message emphasising 
that God has placed each one of us in India with a purpose and that it is our responsibility, as 
citizens, to be a testimony wherever we are placed; to live a life of integrity even though we are 
surrounded by prejudice, bias and corruption. He urged the congregation to pray and respect 
our leaders, follow our duties while we enjoy our rights, so that as children of God we would lift 
the banner of Jesus above all.

 Everybody would agree with me that music is a vital component of education. 
Christwood’s Annual Music concert 2020 took place at the Christwood campus on February 
14, 2020. This concert was a unique experience, as Kodaikanal International School (KIS)  
joined us. The purpose of such concerts is to give a high standard of musical exposure to 
students by creating a good platform to perform. The stage was neat and well organised. A 
‘demonstrative concert’ was held before the evening programme for students who had opted 
for Music as an After School Activity. It was an eye-opener for us to see several instruments 
which we hadn’t heard or seen before. Students from KIS played many pieces on various 
instruments, such as the saxophone, clarinet, cello and flute. We were so fascinated. 
 The evening concert started off with a warm welcome and with Christwood students 
playing piano pieces. After that, there were many ensembles and choir performances 
conducted by our music sir, Mr. Emmanuel Prathap Singh. The Senior choir of Christwood 
School collaborated with KIS choir to sing I’ll be there and Happy. We really enjoyed 
performing with the KIS students. We thank God for such good opportunity given to us. 
 Overall, in my opinion, this concert left a positive impression in my mind. I can still 
picture the freshness of the outdoors in the sunshine of my memory of the day. In conclusion, 
it was an outstanding concert. It expanded my knowledge and helped me further experience 
emotions that inspire in the music world.

CHALCY RACHEL K
Grade 8

Exciting Happenings



Queen Esther: God’s Little Heroine

Competitions

Christwood Experiences

 It was a lovely evening at Christwood School on the 21st of February as 
the school was celebrating its 4th School Day. There was acting, music and dance 
by the students of Grades 1- 8. Just as the applause from the dance “Cold Water” 
was dying down, Ms. Deepika announced the next performance: a play, Queen 
Esther: God’s Little Heroine. This drama, scripted by Ms. Sara Mohan and 
performed by Grades 5 – 8, revolves around the Biblical character Esther, who is 
a Jewish orphan raised by her uncle, and is soon selected to be the new queen of 
Persia. Esther displays bravery, loyalty, selflessness, trust and faith in God 
throughout the story.
  The audience was excited for the drama, but little did they know the 
chaos and thrill backstage! One of the props was missing and everyone was 
getting a good dose of last-minute nerves, but that didn’t stop the actors from 
giving it their all onstage. As soon as the stage lit up to the first scene, the 
audience were on the edge of their seats waiting to see what would happen next. 
 The story takes place in ancient Persia, ruled by King Xerxes. His queen 
disobeys him, so he banishes her and then looks for a new queen by having a 
beauty pageant. Among the contestants is a Jewish orphan girl, Esther. Soon after 
the dazzling pageant choreography, Esther is crowned queen. Months go by, and 
Esther comes to know of the evil plans of Haman, a high official in court, against 
the Jews. Esther comes up with a selfless plan to foil the immoral intentions of 
Haman, which ends up being successful.
 This drama had quite a few songs throughout it, performed by 
Christwood’s Senior Choir with students from Grades 5 – 8. The play’s curtain call 
is in fact an upbeat musical number, “Look Up”, which is about always looking for 
a solution in what seems like an impossible situation.
 This had the audience cheerfully applauding the young actors. This 
drama was certainly a banger of an ending to an amazing, memorable School Day 
at Christwood!

KATELYN BRISHA EDWIN
Grade 8

 Apart from our academics, our school conducts many 
competitions in different fields to bring out the talents within us. 
Students of Grades 7 and 8 had a number of competitions right 
from the first term.
 The first competition was a Crossword Puzzle 
Competition, followed by Shipwreck, where our dear Principal 
was our Captain and we had to convince her as to why our 
team had to be saved. This was our first experience playing 
shipwreck and it was a very productive one.
 In the second term, we had Just-a-Minute, where a 
random topic was picked and we had to speak about it for a 
minute. Initially, we thought it would be easy to speak, but we 
underestimated it. It was one of the most challenging 
competitions; spontaneity and creativity are its key elements.
 Following this, we had Poetry Writing Competition. I 
must say it was exciting to try our hand at ‘flowery language’, 
thinking of ourselves as young bards!
 In the third term, all the nightingales of Grades 7 and 8 
were pulled out for the Solo-singing Competition. 
 These competitions greatly help us in identifying our 
hidden talents and makes it even more memorable when we 
learn and work with our friends.

SURYA B
Grade 7

 On 13th January, 2020, the students of Grades 7 
and 8 eagerly awaited the arrival of Dr. Nelson Leslie 
Reginald, a scientist from NASA. He narrated his childhood 
experiences in Sri Lanka and what influenced him to 
become an Astrophysicist. He discussed about a few issues 
prevailing in space with a little complicated explanation. He 
encouraged the students by saying that in future, they could 
become astrophysicists and find the solutions for those 
problems. He then talked about the sun and an instrument 
called “coronagraph”. Towards the end of the programme, 
he patiently answered questions the students had. The time 
we spent with him was memorable, inspirational and 
motivational.

SURYA B
Grade 7

Rendezvous with a NASA Scientist



Easter
Are you wondering what Easter is about? Here’s a little poem that explains it in short.

Let me tell you a tale, a tale of old. 
A tale told many times over, it’s gold!

In the beginning, God created man,
But things didn't go according to His plan.
You see, God loved man and put him in Eden,
But man disobeyed God — the beginning of sin!

And so, man was sent out from the garden of Life,
And had to work the land in toil and strife.
The saddest part was not the sweat of his brow,
But that he was separated from God now.

Fast forward: there's flood, famine, wars and Kings,
As man started to need God, His praises to sing.
You may recognise a few close to God's heart,
Abraham, David, Esther, Daniel to start.

But it wasn't enough; this vast divide
Still kept man away from God's side.
So now, there was only one way God could be with man
It was to send His Son, to redeem man to God's clan.

So Jesus, His Son came to the earth.
We all know the beloved tale of His birth — 
Born to a virgin, as the prophets foretold;
All creation waited to see God's plan unfold.

Jesus grew, as a man, perfect and pure,
God's spotless Son, the world's only hope and cure.
He healed, He delivered, He taught, He cared:
God's only Son, whose life was not spared.

Days before His death, the people praised Him as “Lord”,
And the very next week, they killed the Son of God.
Nailed to the cross, this symbol of God's love.
Heaven stayed silent, as Jesus looked above.

Who could understand this cruel plan?
The Son of God had to be crucified for the sons of man?
But Jesus died; all our sins and sickness He bore.
Every curse Jesus took on Himself, as the veil finally tore.

Jesus was buried in a tomb. But that's not the end!
Three days later, Jesus rose to life again!
Oh, death could not hold His body down,
As He came back from the grave with a conquering 
crown!

And so, we celebrate His life today
As sin and death no longer have sway!
We can be with God every moment of our lives
Because Jesus paid for us the highest price!

Easter celebrates what Jesus has done
He fought against death, and victorious He won!
So now, you and I can gladly be
A part of His great big family.

Because of Jesus, God is always near
In troubled times, you don't have to fear!
Remember God is with you, only believe,
And into your heart His salvation receive. 

Written by
Cherubina Deepika



Let’s Have Some Fun
with Dance and Sports!

1. Balancing Beam

Stick different coloured tapes  on the floor.
Each coloured tape can have a different rule to walk on. For example, you can 
walk on one leg on the red coloured tape; hop on the blue colored tape and so 
on. 
If you fall off the tape, you’re out of the game.
Whoever walks the entire length of the tape without falling off wins the game!

2. Pictionary

Try this out with your family!
If you don’t have the game, Pictionary, write down different words on pieces of 
paper and drop them in a bowl. Try to make it as challenging as possible!
Ask the other player to pick up the pieces and draw it on a board without telling 
you what it is. Whoever guesses what the person draws gets a point.

3. Freeze

Play some music and dance to the music. Stop the music randomly and ask 
everyone to freeze in the position they were in.

4.Treasure Hunt

Create a Treasure Hunt for your siblings or family. Remember to think like a 
detective and write and place strategic clues around the house. Make your clues 
based on interesting memories or normal routines. Don’t forget to have an 
exciting treasure at the end of all the clues! 

Bored out of your MIND? Try these out:

Olympic medals are not real gold!
Gold and silver medals are at least 

92.5% silver.
Gold medals must be plated with at 
least 6 grams of gold. All Olympic 

medals must be at least 3 mm thick 
and  60 mm in diameter.

The most participated event on Earth 
is Fishing.

The first Olympic games took place 
in Athens , Greece in 1896. There 
were 311 male contestants there , 

but no female competitors. 

The speed of a  badminton 
shuttlecock can easily go at 180 
km/hr. It can, however, go up to 

350 km/hr. Wow!!!!!

 Jazz is a highly energetic and showy dance style which combines 
rhythm, expression and technique. The term jazz is shared by a broad 
range of dance styles such as old school jazz, technical jazz, broadway, 
musical, lyrical jazz, street jazz or jazz funk. 

 Jazz uses waves, fancy footwork, big leaps and quick turns. It 
incorporates dance techniques of ballet, modern and jazz. Great versatility 
and strong performance skills on the face and body is crucial to interpret 
the various jazz styles.

 In our school, we focus on this dance form. In the School Day 
programme, some of the dances were based on a contemporary form of 
jazz. Find out more about it with the help of your parents.
 

Jazz it up!

Boxing legend Rocky Marciano 
invented the fax machine.

In his time, seven-time world 
champion Michael Schumacher 

was the highest paid sportsman in 
the world. Schumacher earned over 

$650 million in his career as a F1 
driver for Team Scuderia Ferrari.

A cricket ball has between 65 and 70 
stitches while every baseball has 

exactly 108 stitches.

Soviet gymnast Larissa Latynina holds 
the record for the most Olympic 

medals ever won. She competed in 
three Olympic Games, between 1956 

and 1964, winning 18 medals in 
gymnastics.

Golf is the only sport to have ever 
been played on the moon – Alan 

Shepard hit a golf ball on 6 February 
1971.

5. Spider Laser Quest

Tie string, cellotape or streamers from one end of a hallway to 
the other. Create a web! The idea of the game is to get from 
one end of the web to the other without any part of your body 
touching the string!



Let’s Have Some Fun
with Math,Science and Social Studies!

Are you facinated when you see the beauty of nature? Let’s 
see how much you can find out about the world around you!

My Green Book (Herbarium of leaves)
A fun way to learn about flora is to create your own leaf 
herbarium. With permission pick up a leaf  or a couple of 
leaves of different sizes, shapes, margins from different 
plants or trees, dry them thoroughly and stick them in an 80 
pages unruled notebook  or in herbarium sheets. Note 
down the name of the plant from which the leaf is collected, 
type of leaf, type of leaf margin.

Triptych Slide
Material required: 
Dark colored thick chart paper, 
3 Thick white sheets (size of your choice), 
Pencil, Poster colors, Paint brushes, Palette
Theme: Nature 
A Triptych is a set of three pictures connected with each 
other. Draw or paint three pictures according to the given 
theme using your imagination and present it as a single 
piece. You can Google and learn more about it before you 
proceed doing it.

 
 Pi is the ratio of the circumference of a circle 
to its diameter. The approximate value of Pi is 3.14, so 
every year March (the third month of the year) 14th is 
celebrated as Pi (π) Day. If you are a serious Math 
geek, celebrate this day at exactly 1.59 p.m. or a.m. 
so that you reach the first six digits of pi- 3.14159.
 Physicist Larry Shaw started Pi Day in 1988 in 
San Francisco’s Exploratorium to celebrate the 
constant π, which is also an irrational number. 
 Interestingly, Rajveer Meena holds the record 
for reciting the most number of decimal places of Pi. In 
2015, Rajveer recited 70,000 decimal places of Pi 
blindfolded. 
 Here’s the challenge: See if you can recite as 
many number of decimal places for Pi. 

Pi (π)Day Nature Fun

Change Happens.
These pictures are of coins found in archaeological sites. See if 
you can identify the empires that used them, and what each 
inscription means.



Let’s Have Some Fun
with language!

Bonjour mes chers etudiants!!

Welcome to French, the language of literature and beautiful sounds. No! 
You are not going to learn how to say "hello" or "how are you?" in 
French. We will spend some time listening to a few stories in French. I 
am sure you are familiar with these stories in English. Shall we try to 
have some fun listening to them in French? Try and read along.

 https://www.thefrenchexperiment.com/stories/chicken-little

https://www.thefrenchexperiment.com/stories/threepigs

 https://www.thefablecottage.com/french/jack-et-les-haricots-magiques



Let’s Have Some Fun
with English!

A theatre is a deliberate performance created by live actors and intended for a live audience, typically 
making use of scripted language.  Try putting up a live performance of your own! You can act it out 
with your siblings or create puppets! Find a script, fix a date of performance, practice the lines, 
prepare the costumes, send out invites or e-invites, and you can have a theatre performance in your 
house!

Materials needed for the puppet theatre:
1. A medium sized carboard box.
2. A scale.
3. Pencil
4. A pair of scissors
5. Glue
6. Colour papers/decorative papers
Method
1. Take the cardboard box. 
2. Using the scale and pencil, neatly mark the required screen 
space in the box and cut. Now the frame is ready!
3. Decorate the frame by sticking colour papers on them. You 
can also choose to paint your favourite colour if you do not have 
colour paper.
4. Once the frame is ready, decorate it with stickers or glitter. You 
can also tie a small piece of cloth on the left and right side of the 
frame as a stage curtain.
The puppet theatre is ready. Now it is time to make our puppets.

Materials needed to make sock puppet:
1. A sock that is long enough to cover your arm.The sock 
can be any color you like.
2. Markers
3. Googly eyes (beads or buttons will also do)
4. Pompoms
5. Glue.
Method
1. Slip the sock over your hand. Once you put the sock on, 
make a C-shape with your hand. Put your fingers into the 
toe part. Try to get your thumb into the heel part. 
Open and close your hand. Your sock should already start 
looking like a puppet.
2. Use a marker to make two dots above the seam for the 
eyes. If you want your puppet to have a nose, make a dot 
for that as well.
3.Take the sock off. Spread it flat on the table. The marks 
for the eyes and nose may look out of place, but that's fine. 
This is why you made them while wearing the sock.
4. Using the glue stick the googly eye on the marked 
places. If your puppet is a girl, draw some eyelashes with a 
marker!
5. Glue a small pompom just above the seam for the nose. 
You can also cut a triangle or circle out of an old cloth and 
use that instead.
6. Add some other decorations. Your puppet is done at this 
point. You can still glue items onto it to give it more charac-
ter. For example, you can glue some yarn to the top for hair.

Elements 
of Drama

Playwright – The 
person who writes

the play Cast of characters – The list 
of people, things or animals 

who are characters in the play. 
Their name in the script is often 

followed by a colon.

Narrator – a special character 
outside the story who tells us what is 
happening in the story. They give us 

information we might not know 
about the story or the characters

Dialogue – the words a 
character speaks. They 

usually follow the 
character’s name in the 

script.

Stage directions – Words that tell 
you about the setting, place, time 

or character actions or 
descriptions. It helps us 

understand and visualize the 
setting and/or the characters

Acts – a large section of the 
play (like a chapter)

Scenes – a smaller 
section of the play. It 

shows us that the setting 
time or place has 

changed

Props – objects 
needed to perform 

the play

Elements 
of Drama



Let’s Have Some Fun
with Music!

ACCELERANDO ADAGIO ALLEGRO  BEAM  BASS CLEF  DA CAPO 
DEGREE  DOMINANT DOTTED QUARTER EIGHTH NOTE FLAT  FORTE 
HEAD   LEGATO MAJOR SCALE  QUARTER REST  STACCATO 
STAFF   STEM  THIRD   TIME  TONIC  TREBLE 
CLEFF   UNISON MEZZO FORTE  NOTE HEAD MEZZO PIANO 

A slow tempo ____________
 ____________ ____________note
 ____________
D. C. ____________
A fast tempo ____________
Short, detached ____________
 ____________
First note of a scale ____________
 ____________
W W H W WW H ____________ pattern
Organization of strong and weak beats ____________
Scale degree five ____________
Smoothly connected ____________
 ____________
 ____________ ____________

Gradually get faster ____________
 ____________ ____________
Interval  ____________________
Rest for a whole measure ____________ 
____________
 ____________
Moderately soft ____________ ____________
Moderately loud ____________ ____________
 ____________ ____________
To repeat the same pitch ____________
 ____________ ____________
Number given to each note of the scale going 
up ____________ ____________
 

 

 

 

 

Use the clues to find out the Crossword Music Puzzle

Now, see if you can �nd out what each of these words means/represent:
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